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Etsy Sellers Fight For Their Privacy Rights
Etsy is putting US-based sellers’ privacy rights at risk. The Indie Sellers Guild,
a grassroots labor organization born out of the Etsy Strike, is fighting back!

Late in August, Etsy rolled out a requirement that US-based sellers use a third party service
called Plaid to verify our bank accounts. Over the past few years, Plaid has been embroiled in
class action lawsuits over alleged user privacy rights violations. The claims against Plaid
include things like creating look-alike bank login pages in order to trick users into entering their
private information.

Plaid asks us to enter our online banking usernames and passwords, a verification method that
experts agree is a security risk and may nullify users' fraud protection with their banks. Even if
we choose to verify manually via account deposits, there is no option to bypass Plaid. Sellers
are forced to  agree to Plaid’s End User Privacy Policy, or Etsy will stop paying us and suspend
our shops. Plaid’s privacy policy explains that they may collect other private information from
users, including financial transaction history, and even browser data from devices. It also states
that Plaid may share the data they collect with their “partners.”

Etsy sellers aren’t okay with being forced to share our private financial data with a third party
service in order to keep our shops open. We are demanding a better option: the ability to verify
our bank accounts without a suspicious third party. It is possible. Etsy already offers manual
account verification without Plaid to sellers outside the US.

The Indie Sellers Guild, a seller-run organization that advocates for creative business owners,
created an online petition for change. The petition received nearly 1500 signatures in 10 days.

It’s one thing for sellers to freely choose to use a service like Plaid, to consider the security risk
and loss of privacy and decide that it’s worth it. It’s another thing entirely to be forced to give up
privacy rights and sign up for a service that we do not want in order to keep getting paid.
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